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ABST'RÅCT

The performance and optimization of ivire biconical antennas at low

fl'equencies is examined using the NECZ. A planar and a body-of-

revolution model of the biconical antenna is proposed and the validity of

the models is established by making a comparison between tlie numerically

and experimentally obtained results. The antenna factor of the wire

biconical antennas in the study are used to evaluate their bandwidth

performances. For various flare and hat angles, the characteristics of

planar and body-of-revolutíon wire biconical antennas are obtained.

Diffelent optimization schemes for the planar wire biconical antennas are

also investigated. The use of sleeve on the planar biconical antennas proves

to be most useful in the optimization of the antenna factor bandwidth.
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For many years, biconical antennas have been used in the VHF to

UHF fi'equencies because of their broadband characteristics. Classicaily,

the analysis of biconical structures has been centered around the biconical

transrnission line which is formed by placing two cones of infinite extend

together. The biconical antenna would then be a finite biconical

transmission line with spherical endcaps. However, for most frequencies

of operation, this solid or shell biconical antenna is so massive that it is
sometimes impractical. In order to reduce the massiness of the biconical

antenna and yet retain as much of its desired electrical features as possible,

the wire model of the bìconìcal antenna is developed.

One of the earliest studies on wire biconical antennas was done by

Flewitt et al [1]. The study addressed the need fol a general sûlution for

the planar wire model of the finite biconical antenna, which was refeired

to as the "Eow-Tie" antenna. In the study, the derivation of a set of

equations necessary for the solution of the currents on the bowtie antenna

was presented. The set of equation consists of iwo coupled integrai

equations derived frorn the magnetic vector potential and the boundary

conditions on the surface of the wire. This set of F{allen-type coupled

integral equatìûns was then used to solve fol the unknown currents using

the method of moments. The technique was used to calculate the input

impedance of a half-bowtie antenna with cone angle of 30' mounted over a



ground plane" A comparison between the computed ancl the rneasured

lesults confirrried that the integlal equation technique could be used to

characterize the inpul impedance of wire biconical ântennas and hence for

the design ol such structures. Subsequently, by using the same method,

Smith and tsutier [2] reported on the characteristics of planar wire

biconical antennas with air upper conical angie of 1Bû' and vârious lower

conical, or flare angles. T'he study was more extensive in that not only the

input in-lpedance, but also the far electric field, of the wire structures were

calculated. Llnfortunately, their study revealed that while the planar wire

model did provide a desirable altemative for the massive solid structures, it

did not exhibit broadband impedance characteristics similar to those of the

solid biconical antenna for the same conical angles. In addition, the

resistance ancl reactance of the planar wire model fluctuated more for a

given conìcal angle than fol the very similar sheet triangular antenna

investigated by Brown and Woodward [3]. They thus concluded that the

planar wile biconical antenna is quite narrowband compared to the ideal

surface of revolution structure and the triangle antenna.

The idea of using the wire construction technique for the fabrication

of iow-mass body-of-revolution structures was also examined by Smith and

Butler. Multiple planar wire biconical antennas were employed to simulate

the conical, body-of-revolution antenna. nn the study, identical planar

bowtie antennas were intersected with equal angular spacing" As the

number of planal borvtie antennas increased, the radiating surface

approached that of a solid biconical dipole with flat endcaps.

Consequently, the chalacteristics of such a wire-segmented stmcture should

approximate those of the equivalent body-of-revolution structure. The



input impedance of such a wire conical unipole antenna was computed as a

function of the number of bowtie elemenis and the results indicated that as

fhe number of planar elements employed was equal to or greater than

eìght, the low-mass structure could be used in confidence to ¡eolace the

solid structure, Eased on this idea, a stucly on the body-of-revolution

model of the wire biconical antrnnas used for EMC measurements at low

frequencies was conducted by Austin and Fourie [4]. The stucly examinecl

the effects of the orientation or height of wire bicoirical antennas above the

ground used in measurements of radiated emission from equipment uncler

test (EUT), for frequencies from 20 to 300 MF{z nominally. In the study,

the problem of calculating the characteristics of wire biconical antennas

i^/as tackled by the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC2 t5l). A fairly

extensive validation exercise was conducted from which a suitable NEC2

model of the wire biconical structure was derived. From the results

obtained from NEC2, Austin and Fourie calculated the antenna factor (AF)

of a commercial antenna EMCO model 3108 biconical antenna under

various orientation with respect to the ground. The good agreement

existing between their computed results and Smith and tsutler-'s [2]
measured values demonstrated the usefulness of NEC2 in treatins wire

biconical problems.

This work investigates and attempts to optiraize the performance of
wire biconical antennas using l.{EC2. trn chapter two, the theory behind the

solution of the cunent distribution on a wire antenna as ilsed by NEC2 is

presented. The fomulation of the electric field integral equation (EFIE)

from the magnetic potential equation and boundary conclitions on the wir.e

surface is given. The general meihodology behind the method of moments



as a numerical evaluation technique wili aiso be disclissed. Since the AF's

of fhe antenxlas in this str¡dy âre used to evaluated their performances, the

calculation of the .4F as a functio¡r of pûwer gain and misrnatch icss is

¡rresented in section 2.2.3" The input irnpedances and radiation patterns

obtained from NEC2 for various wire biconical models are then compared

to existing data for validarion purposes.

Chapter Itrtr of the thesis evaluates the performance of wire biconical

antennas in terms of their input impedances, power gains, mismatch losses,

and AF's. The effect of flare angle and hat angle variation on antenna

performances will be examined. The planar wire biconical antennas will

first be discussed in section 3.2. The discussion wili then be followed by

the analysis of the body-of-revolution model in section 3.3. The antenna

with corner reflector system is also studied using NEC2 and the results are

presented in section 3.4. Unless otherwise stated, all the antennas in this

chapter has a half length of A=25A mm and wire diameter of 1 mrn.

Chapter IV deals mainiy with the optimization of the wire biconicai

antennas. Prelirninary optimization methods include the addition of a

cross-like wire structure to the planar model, and the modification of the

biconical antenna's shape. The adaptation of a pair of sleeve like elements

on the sides of a antenna proves to be most effective in the optimization of

the antenna's broadband characteristics and is discussed in section ,{.4.

Finally, a general conclusion is given in Chapter V.
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2.1 Th¡TRÛDUCTION

Di-re to its skeletal configuration, the analysis of a typical wire

biconical antenna is best tackled by the method of moments. Although one

can go through the painstaking process of developing a computer program

to obtain information that characterizes the frequency response of a wire

biconical antenna, the utilization of a well established software is almost

always preferred. The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC2) is,

therefore, used for the analysis of wire biconical antennas in this study.

The NEC2 is a user-oriented computer code whicli builds around the

numerical solution of integral equations for the current induced on a

structure by sources or incident fields. The code used an electric-field

integral equation (EFIE) to model the electromagnetic response of a wire

structure. A form of the method of moments is then used to acquire the

numerical solution of the integral equations.

The main purpose of this chapter is to present the basic principles

associated with the anaiysis of wire biconicai antenna. Section 2.2.1 and

2.2.2 are devoted to the theory and solution method behind the NEC2. In

section 2.2"1 , The formulation of the EFIE used in rhe NEC2 wili be

outlined. The numerical solution of the EFIE is then discussed in section



2.2.2. nn section 2.2"3, the expressioi'l for a widely used antenna

parameter, calied ¿he antenna factor (AF), will be rJeveloped. Eefore

proceeciing to the analysis of wire biconical antennas, a valiciation exercise

is necessary. This is clone in section 2.3 where the computed results from

the ldEC2 are compared with existent data.
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2.2.1 Integral Equation Formulation

The dei'ìvation of the electrical-field integr-al equarion (EFIE) used

for modeling thin-wire structures of small or vanishing conductor volume

in NEC2 ìs outlined in this section. A rigorous derivation of the equations

is given by Foggio and MiÌler [6].

Let (E,F{) represent the field generated by a harmonic electric

current in free space (po,eo). Such a field will satisfy Maxwell's equations

Vxts:-jalpoE{

VxF{:"1 +joreoÐ

(2.1)

(2.2)

() ?\

where .ï is the harmonic source current density" The wave equation to

solve with k:(ÙrT;€n is hence

VxVvE_k,E:_jr¡tr".I

Equation (2"3) can be solr,ed in tenns of the magnetic vector potential ,A

and the solution is given by

[- r --lr:Jc¡11+t^VV.'A
I k, ) Q.4)



wirh

Á(e) : u" 
/*",*,*') 

J(åè') dv
(2.5)

where lhe free-space Green's function Go(R.fR') pertaining to a three-

dimensional scalar wave equation is given by

/-ì . r¡ rlì ,, êjk IlÌ R't
\J (j( -Ë{ tt( ., : -

4n lR- R'l , lR.- R'Í :¿x-x')2 +(] -y,t2 +12- z't: \2.6)

The notation R denotes the position vector of a field point or that of an

observer, while R.' clenotes the position vector of a source point.

it is obvious that the electric field E depends upon the distribution of

the source current. Consider an infinitesimal source located at R.'with a

current moment of 1/jol¡-lo pointed in the Î <lirection. The current clensity

can then be written as [7]

J(R'): .LA(ru - P') ç
J(liiro (2.7)

and
{
f "¡tm'l dv: I î
J Jol-to (2.8)

Substitute equations (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.5), we obtain

A(R): L o"(n*1ru) î
,lû] (2.9)



lf the electric fielcl produced by this particulaltry orientecl eieÍnentary
^(:\soürcÈ is denoted by Co'(RlR'), 1¡.n

c"'ìtmlm I : (i + -L VV.l GotEèlR'l î
k' (2.1t)

The above function is designated as a free-space Creen's function with a
source pointed in the x-direction. The associated wave equation is given by

V x V xG;'(R.tR') - k-C;(RlR'):ôttt -R'lî (2.¡)

Similarly, for vector sources pointing in the y and z-direction, we have two

more vectol' Green's functions denoted, respectively, Uy Cl')qn lW.'¡ un6

G;'(ttlR'). The equarions for these two functions are

cly'tntn'): (l + + VV.) Go(RtR') îk2 e.12)

cÍ)tm.t¡¿'t: (r + 1- vv.) c"(RIR') 2k2 e.t3)

and with associated wave equations of

v x v x af)(R.ræ.') - r2clv)qrt.rm,¡:E(R - Fq.,)î e.14)

VxVxCo tRlÅt')-k'Co'(RlR') :ô(R -R')2 (2.15)

Ðquations (2.1t), (2.11), and (2.13) can now be expressed in rerms of a



ïû

free-space dyaclic function defined by

co(srre') : cf)¡e.rn'; î + c!t)(mlru') 9 + cf;)4rerw'; 2 e.16,)

with the associated dyadic differential equation given by

v x v x GolRlR.'; - r2C"(e.1ru): ta¡m -æ.,¡ Q"17)

where tr denotes the idem factor (see Appendix A).

The EFIE, can then be readily derived by an appiication of the vector

Green's theorem (see Appendix ts). if we substitute,

P:E(R), Q:C"(e.lm')ø (2.18)

where fi denotes an outward unit vector normal to the surface S. The

above equation can be simpiifiecl by replacing the terms VxVxÐ(E{.) ¿¡¿

where a denotes a constant but arbitrary vector, into the vector Green's

identity (ts-5), we have

f 1r, o )Vrvrco( R rÍt' ru - fvxvxnin r].c 
"r 

R rR' )el dv
j,

: 
fl { n"""o(trt)r.co(RlR'ra + lñxcrRrl.vxc"rntmre} us

J.

(2.1e)



It

(2.2t')

Furthel reduction is done by replacing VxÐ by -jrop"H and interchanging

the primed and unprimed variables and deleting ('a) from the equation.

hence yielding

where (V'x) means that the curl operation has to be performed in the

primed coordinate system. If the volume is considered to be of infinite

extent so that S recedes to infinity, then as a resuit of the radiation

VxVxC"(alR-') by the resutrs of (2.3) and (2.17). Since

{=
å ErF{r tr E{R - R')rlv = tìrR rI "^- ""'*-

J,

equation (2.19 r can be wrilten as

f
EtR).a = - jar¡ro fi Jrml.õo,wtn').u ov

J,

- f {'n*v"e,n)l G"(R.IR'}.a + fñxntR r'.Vxc"tw.lm'r.a) ¿Sj,
(2.21)

ÐtR r = ¡ru" il.jrn'r.c {

,1, 
iorR'lR r ou' 

.j, 
{-jro¡r"ffixE{rR't Co(R'tR }

+ [íìxErR,rlV'xõ"rR tR.r] dS' r2.22t
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{ - {:
E(R) : ,*u".1, .j(R').co(R'lR l dv' : -,*u" 

J, 
co(R.'t& ).J(I¿') dv'

(2"23)

equation (2.23) becomes

f-
E(R ): - j(l)u" 

ü Go(RtR').J(R') LtV'

J,

When the current distribution is ljmited to the sur.face of a perfectly

conducting body, equation (2.25) becomes [5]

f_
EiRr: - jrir" f GorRtEè').J5tR,) <ìA'

J'' t) )6\

conciition for an electric field in free-space, the surface integral in equation

{2"22) vanishes. Thns we have

and since

Go(R,lR.): G"(IUR,) (2.24)

(2.2s)

which is the EFIE of intelesi"

with .ls the surface current density. The observation point R. is restrictecl

to be off the surface S so that g{+R'. trf R approaches S as a limit, equation



1e

(2.26) becames

{:
ElRr : - j*p" .$ Gor RIR')."}s(R'; ttn'j 

\2.27 )
T

where the principal value integral, J , ls ìndicated since G.(&.IR') is now

unbounded.
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2.2.2 Nunerical Soiution Methods

fn this section, the numericai solution method used to solve the EFtrE

in NEC2 is outlined. A detaì1 description of the nun-lerical solution can be

found in part I of the NEC2 rnanual.

The EFIE in the previorls section is solved numerically in NEC2 by a

forin of the method of moments. The integral equation can be expressed as

a general linear-operator equation of the form [5]

.L,l - U (2.28)

where f is an unknown response, e is a known excitation, ancì I- is a linear

operator (an integral operator in the present case). The unknown function

f may be expanded in a sum of basis functions as

N

t: L ctjlj
.,-r (2.2e)

where the û,j are constants to be deter.minecl and the functions fj are

dependent and in the domain of the operator. In order to solve for the

coefficients €x.j , â set of equations are formed by utilizing the inner

product" The inner product over S of two tangential vec¡ors F and e is

defined as

(p, q):{, * o,

Qsa)
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tsy taking the inner product of equation (2"28) witli a set

functìons {w¡}, we have

L^(wì. Lí) : (ro i. e) - i: i . 2" ..., N

Due to the linearity of X-, equation (2.29) and (2"31) canbe

yield

of weighting

{2.3\)

combined to

a¡ (w¡" {-f): (*i. .) , ¡:t / t\t

(2.32)

The above equation can be written in matrìx notation as

lcl lAj: tEl r? rr,

where Gl, : (wi, I-f¡), 4 : cx¡, Ei : (wi, e). Tne solurion can rhen be founcl

by a matrix inversion scheme give by

tAl: tGl I tEl (2.34)

Various choices exist for the weighting and basis functions. In
l"'lEC2 the basis and weighting functions are different with {w¡ } being

chosen as r set oF delta functions

wi(r):ð(r-r¡) (2.3s)

with {r¡} a set of pointers on the conductor surface. The result is a point

sampling of the integral equation known as the collocation method of

solution. The choice of basis functions depends on many factors such as

convenience in computation, stability of the resulting matrix, speecl ol
convergence, etc. In ltJEC2, wires are modeled by short straight segments

N

X
i=l
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with the current on each segments represented by three tetms - a constant.

a sine, and a cosine. This basis function, which makes use of a sinusoidal

interpolation procedure, is first usecl by Yeh and Mei [B]. T]re sinusoidal

interpolation converges much faster than the trapezoidal method and has

¿he added âdvantage that the fields of the sinusoidal currents are easily

evaluated in closed form. The arnplitudes of the constant, sine, and cosine

terms are related such that their sum satisfies physical conditions on the

local behavior of, cun-ent and charge at the segment ends. The total cunent

on segment j in NEC2 has the fonn

I¡(s) : A¡ + E, sin k(s-sj) + C., cos k(s-s), ^,""j -2 
Q.36)

where s¡ is the value of s at the center of segment j and Å¡ is the length of

segment j. Among the three unknown constants {, B¡, and Q, two are

eliminated by local conditions on the current leaving one constant, related

to the current amplitude to be determined by the maÍix equation.

The local condition which relates the cunent on a wire segment to

the linear charge density, q, is the equation of continuity defined by

.Jû]q
(2.37)

At a junction of two segments with uniform radius, the obvious conditìons

are that the current and charge are continuous at the junction" Vy'hile at a

junction of two or more segments rvith unequal radii, the continuity of

cuffent is generalized to Kirchoffs current law which states that the suin

of currents into the junction is assumed to distribute itself on individual

ô{:
ôs
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wlres according lo the wire radii, neglecting local coupling eifects. T.T.

Sy'u and [{.\\/.F. King f9] have derivecl a condiiion that the linear charge

density on a wire at a junciion, and hence EVðs, is determinecl by

(2.38)

where a : wire radius, k : 2nlÀ", y : 0.5712 (Euler's constant), anct e is a

constant for all wires at the junction that relates the total charge in the

vicinity of the junction.

At a free wire end, the cunent may be assumed to go to zero. On a

wire of finite radius, however, the current can flow onto the end cap ancl

hence be nonzero at the wire end. Foggio [10] derived a condition which

relates the cuffent at the wire end to the cuffent derivative. and for a wire

ol radius a. this conJition is

ðxG)l - a
o s l ,l ¡unc,ion 

" 
,i'", ,,

r¡-r I -$.î..¡ Jl1ka¡ ôI1s; I
r\J,/ II k Jo(ka) Es Ilsrtellü ' lsât-.n.] (2.3e)

where J9 and .T1 are Bessel functions of order 0 and 1. The unit vector fi. is
normal to the end cap. Hence, ô.fi. is + 1 if the reference direction, 3, is

N:oward the end, and -1 if è is away from the end.
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At this st¿ìge, two local conditions are obtained for both segments

junctions:

ôlrst I at
^'ot l,-,.4 tnq-l )-1

I ,) Käi

and for free ends:

, A¡ . r I Jrtka) EIi(s) I!i(Sia 'l:''' 2 k J6(ka) Es l.=.,_ol'"-2

(2.4t)

(2.4r)

The two additional unknowns QÍ and Qi are associated with the junctions

but can be eiirninated by Kirchoffs cun-ent equation at each junction.

To apply these conditions, the current is expanded in a sum of basis

functions chosen so that they satisfy the loca1 conditions on current and

charge in any iinear combination. Referring to Figure 2.1, the portion of

the i'h basis function on seÊment i is

fl(s) : Ai + tsf sin k(s-s¡) + Cf cos k(s-s¡), 'r-r, . ! (2.42)

Over segments connected to left end of segment i, the ith basis function is

l(s) : Aj + Ej sin k(s-s¡) + Cj cos k(s-s.),

^,s-sj < -"' j : 1, 2, ..', N () 47\



nI

Figune 2.1 Segments Covered by the ltt Basis Function.

X

F'igure 2,2 Curlent Filament Geometry for the Thin-Wire Kernel.
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{.lver segments connected to right end of segment i, the ith basis function is

ft sr: ni + Bi sin krs s,)+ Cj cos L(s-srr.

^,'-r¡,.î j: l" 2. "... N+

qts¡ê, ) : f;(r,-þ

ry¡s,+f): ry(,,-þ

(2.44)

With the help of the local conditions defined in (2.4@ and (2.41), rogether

r.vith the two Kilchoffs cutrent equations given by

N-

X
j= 1

N*

)
j=1 (2.4s)

the complete basis function is then defined in terms of one unknown

constant. In this case Al is set to - I since the function amplitude is

arbitrary, being determined by the boundary condition equations. The

resulted coefficients can be found in Part I of [5] and hence will not be

repeatecl here. .A condition worth rnentioning is that when a segment end is

connected to a ground plane, the end condition on both the total current

and the last basis function is

(2.46)

replacing the zero cuffent condition at a free end. This condition does not

require a separate treatment, however, but is obtainecl by computing the

last basis function as if the last segment is connected to its image segment

on the other side of the surface.
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With the current on each wire segment at hanci, the solution then

requires lhe evaluation of the elecÉric field at each segment due to this

current. For most cases, the thin-wire approximation of the integral

equation kernel is used" The accuracy of the thin-wire approximation for

a wire of radius a and length Å depends on the value af ka and Ala.

Studies have shown that the thin-wile approximation leacls to en-ors of less

than lVo far Lla greater than 8 [11].

For the thin-wire kernel, the source current is approximatecì by a

filament on the segment axis while the observation point is on the surface

of the observation segment. The fields are evaluated with the source

segment on the axis of a local cylindrical-coordinate system as illustrated in

Frgure 2.2.

The p and z components of the eiectric field at P due to the sine ancl

cosine cunents are:

For

(2"47)

,_, /sinkz'\^ ""\.orkr'/'

r[tp.zr: ]" l+-co {k{z-z'r( '".'\' }' 
^ 

2k,p ' \-sinkz' i

+ ] t-12-z'r2tl+jkrn) -l ¡ 'in 
t'' 

1i r0rlr cos Kr''

Ejlp,zr : þ + c" {r I cos kz' 
)À 2k- - \-sinkz'i

_ (r+jkroxz_z) *(::lXi, )lt',rtl

þ1"
ZI (2.48)

(2.49)



Iìor a constant curreni of stt'ength Io ,

¡ T inn ¡- l¿'
EptP.zi : - ¡o J'rY 1l + jkr"t loljr 2k' rolz 

(2.50)

cr,^ -, _ tr. jrl r- 7

Lz\p-z.t - -. . d(t + jkro) (z-z') Yq
^ 2k- - to zt

* o' { c" <12,}j,, 
e"sl)

where

. _ exp (-jkro ¡\!¡ o _ 
ro

,": {p, at..''¡ r? s?r

The matrix equarion (2.33) is then solved in NEC2 by Gauss

elimination method.
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2"2.3 Calculation of Antenna Factor

\¡/ith the knowledge of the unknown currents on a wire bico¡ricai

antenna, the usual parameters, such as input impedan ce, gatr., and radiation

pattern can l¡e obtained. Another very useful parameter, the antenna factor

(AF), is introduced as an index to the perfolmance of the antennas being

examined in this study. An antenna factor is llzl "that factor that, when

properly applied to the reading of the measuring instrument, yields the

electrìc field strength in volts per meter or the magnetic fietd strength in

amperes per meter... This factor include the effects of antenna effective

length and mismatch and transmission line losses. " Antenna factors are

widely used and are useful, for exarnple, in situations where the rnagnitude

of the electric field strength lEl at a particular location in space is desired.

If an antenna piaced at that location is connected to a measuring receiver

the input voltage of which is V,, then the desired antenna factor is equal to

lElV,l. The measurement of lEl can then be effected by forming the

product of the antenna factor and lV,l.

Measurement wise, the options available for establishing accurate

antenna factors are somewhat limited. One recourse is to take advantage of
the antenna caiibration services offered by the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) t131. The two calibrarion merhods used by NES are [14]:

the standard-antenna method (SAM) and rhe standard-field merhod (SFM).

The SAM uses a standard receiving antenna consisting of a self-resonant

half-wave dipole with a high-impedance balanced voltmeter- build into the

center. The antenna is placed at a fixed height above ground in the far-
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fielcì of a transmitting dipoie. The transmitting power is set to a

conl¡enient level and held constant while the rnagnitude of ¡he fielci is

¡neasured. The antenna being caiibrated is substituted in place of the

slandard antenna, and the antenna factor is calculated as the ratio of the

field to the received voltage. In the SFM, a predetermined value of fielcl

strength is established at a given point in space by transmitting a known

amount of power with an antenna having a known gain at a specifiecl

distance. The uncertainty of antenna factors calibrated by NtsS is estirnatecl

to be 1dB. A third method of calibration, called the standard-site methocl

(SSL4), which requires neither the availability of a standard antenna noi.the

generation of a standarcl field, was suggested by Smith [13]. The method is

based on site altenuation measurements made on a near-ideal, open-field

site. The implementation of the SSM requires only a spectrum analyzer

and tracking generator (or field-strength meter and signal generator) and

its accuracy depends on the quality of the measuring site.

Mathematicaliy, the AF of a receiving antenna is defined as [4]

AF:g
vr (2"s3)

where E is the incident field strength at the antenna (assuming that the

polarization of the antenna is the same as that of the incoming wave), and

V. ìs the voltage at the input of the measuring receiver. Ey considering the

transmission losses as negiigible or at least easily accountable for



t2

separately, the.4F can be expressed by the power at the receiver

* Vr2' 
trt.

and rhe power at the receiving antenna

() q4\

(2.s6)

(2.s'7)

(2"58)

F¡ : A" Snu (2.s5)

where R.,. is the input resistance of the receiver, Ae is the effective apertLlre

of the receiving antenna, and Sav is the time-average power density of the

incoming wave.

Since

and

n M G,(0,ô) À2

4n

-2
7

we obtain from (2.55)

* M c'r0.ôlÀ2 Er

41t Lo

whele from transmission iine theor¡'

ÐM:1-3't:l-,P,2<l
¿ tnc (2.se)
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is the ìmpedance mismatch factor, indicating fhe fraction of receivecl power

trânsmitted across the antenna-transinission line junction defined by its

voltage reflectìon coefficient p. And G,(0,0) is the power gain of the

antenna as a function of the angle af arriv al of the ener.gy, and Zo : 120n

f) is the intrinsic impedance of free space"

From equations (2.54), (2.55), and (2.58), we get

" - 
*7

At_ _ L | ¿t LO

À V C,(0,0) R, M

In decibels, with R, : 50 Ç), equation (2.60) becomes

(2.60)

AF(dBm r) :19j6s7 - 201ogÀ - M(dB) - c,(dBi) Q.61)

where G, is taken at 0 : 90', and Q : 0 in this study. Once the power gain

and mismatch factor are known, (2.61) can be used to obtain the antenna

factor.
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na MÛÐELT]I{G WfR.E BICÛ¡JTCAT- ANTENNAS

A planar wìre model of a finite biconical antenna is shown in trigure

2.3. Some characteristic parameters of the antenna include the flare angle

(8f), the hat angle (8r,), and the antenna half-length (,4-). tsy following the

structural modeling guideline of NEC2 and utilizing the image theory, the

antenna can be modeled as shorvn in Figure 2.4. Twa source segments are

inserted between the antenna ancl ground, since sources are represented as

wire segments in NEC2. Obviously, the model is not unique as many other

source configurations are possible. Some of the parameters used in the

wire model are quite arbitrary, an example of this being the wire radius

(a). In [2], Smith and Butler used the wire diameter of 0.695 electrical

degrees at 600 MHz which means a approximately equals 0.5 mm. Figure

2.5 shows good agreement between the calculated input impedance obtained

from lt{EC2 and the measured ones from [2] for a wire biconical antenna

with a:0.5 mm, 0¡60', 0rr:180'.

In order to investigate the effects of changing wire radius on the

impedance characteristics of a wire biconical antenna, the input impedance

of an antenna with 0560", 8¡:180", and different values of a is plotted in

Figure 2.ó. From the figure, it can be seen that changing the wire radius

has significant effect on the antenna's input impedance at antiresonant

frequencies.

A body-of-revolution (or 3D) model of a finite biconical antenna is



Figure 2.3 Typical Configuration of a Finite Wire Eiconical Antenna
(Antenna is in the y-z Flane).

A - antema half^length
a - wire radius

0, - flare angle

0¡ - hat angle

x-y plane is perfect ground

Figalne ?.4 Flanar Wire Model of the Finite tsiconical Anfenna.
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slrcwn in Figwe 2.'l . The structule is forryed by intersecting N planar

wire antenna with equal angular spacing. As the number of wire elements

(hl) becomes very large, the radiating surface approaches that of a solid

biconicai antenna. ïlence, the characteristics of such a wire-segmented

structure should approximate those of the equivalent body-of-revolution

structure. Ey rneans of calculation, Smith and Butler [2] found that if N>8,

lhen such low-mass structure can be employed, with confidence, to predicr

the broadband perforrnance ûf the solid antenira. Following this ruie of
thumb, the input impedance of a 3Ð wire biconical antenna with N=8,

0p30", 0n=180', and â=0.5 mm is obtained from NEC2. The computed

results are then compared to the measured ones from [3] for a solid antenna

(Figure 2.8). Undoubtedly, good agreement between the two resuits is

observed- The charactelistics of the biconical rnodels are, however.

sensitive to wire radius changes. As an example, Figure 2.9 shows good

agreement between the input irnpedances calculated by the NEC2 and those

measured from [3] for a wire model with 0r=60", 0¡=i80", and a wire

radius of 3 mm.

Besides its ability to predict the input impedance of a wire biconical

antenna, the NEC2 can also be used to obtain the antenna's radiation

pattern. ln fact, the radiation pattern is usually the more accurate

characteristic to conlpute compared with the input impedance, since

accurate irnpedance calculation requires that careful attention be paid to the

modei in the immediate vicinity of the source, whereas the radiation

pattern can be obtained with a inuch coarser geometry. Figures Z.lt and
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Figun'e 2.7 Body of Revolution Model of the Finite Wire Biconical
An tenna.

2.1 I depict the computed electric field (normalized Es component)

patterns, for antenna half-lengths (A) from 6û to 27A electrical degrees, of

3D (N:B) wire bìconical aniennas with 8¡:3û' and 60' respectively.

Similal cul'ves corresponding to a solid antenna have been obtained by

means of measurement in [3]. V/hen the computed results al'e compared

with the measured ones, it is found that the agreement between the two is

good for haif-lengths of up to 180'" Above A:180", the computed results

are djstinctly different from the measured ones. This is due to the

increasing distance between adjacent wires of the diverging wire model in

comparison to wavelengths.
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PÐRF'&&&€ANCÐ ÛF W[R.Ð ETCONËCAF- ÁNT'ÐNNAS

3.1 II{T'R.ODUCTTON

The characteristics of wire biconical antennas have been investigated

by a number of authors in various publications. This chapter attempts to

compliment those existing studies by analyzing wile biconical antennas in a

systematic approach. The effects of hat and flare angle changes on the

antenna characteristics will first be studied for both the planar and the

body-of-revolution cases. This is achieved by compuring and comparìng

the radiation patterns and input impedances of the wire biconical antennas

with va¡ious flare and hat angles. Besides these usual parameters, the

antenna factor described in section 2.2.3 is also used to evaluate the

antennas being examined. The antenna factors of the various antennas are

computed and the results are used to compare the performances of the

antennas. Finally, the antenna with corner reflector system will be

examined. l{amely, all ttre aforementioned characgeristics of a wi¡e

biconìcai antenna with 0F60", 0¡=i20', and þ"=25 cm is cornpared with the

characteristics of the same antenna pui in front of, a corner reilecÉor with a

height of 75 cin and an apex angle of 45".



3.2 PLAI'JAR MOÐEL

The far field E, component of bowtie antennas with 8r: 3û" and 6û"

as a function of the zenith angle 0 at 0 : 90' for various frequencies are

computed using the NEC2 and the results are plotted in Figures 3.1 and

3.2. Fol the 0 : 0" plane, the patterns are essentially the same at low

frequencies as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. F{owever, at high

frequencies, differences in side lobe structures for the two planes appear

due to the structural differences evident in the two planes. To illustrate the

effects of flare angle (0i) variation on the radiation pattern, the far field

patterns of bowtie antennas with 8r:15'to 75'in 15' increment at

frequencies of 200 Mtr'Iz and 700 MHz for the Q : 90' and 0' planes are

plotted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. It is noted that despite a Çhange

in absolute field strength, the structure of the radìation patterns appears

sirnilar for all flare angles. Similar observations are concluded for a

change in hat angle as shown in Figure 3.7 and 3.8 where the far field

patterns of bowtie antennas with 0r: 45' and hat angles of eh: 180'to

12û' in 15'decrements at frequencies of 200 Ml{z and 700 MFIz for the g

: 90" and 0'planes are plotted, respectively. {t should be noted that for all

angle variations, the antenna half length (.4) and the wire radius (a) of the

antennas remain the same.
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Figure 3"n Far Elecrric Field (Ee) parrems of a
0r:30" as a Function of Zenith Angle 0

Frequencies and g- 90".

Bowtie Antenna with
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Figure 3"2 Far Elecrric Field (Er¡) pattems of a Bowtie Antenna with
tr:60"as a Function of Zenith Angle 0 for Va¡ious

Frequencies and Q= 9g'.
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Figure 3''4 Far Electric Fierd (Ee) partems of a Bowtie Antenna with
0i:60" as a Funciion of Zenith Angle 0 for Various

Frequencies and @: 0".
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(b)

Figure 3"6 Far Electric Field (86) pa*erns of Bowtie Anrennas wirh
Various 8f as a Function of Zenith Angle 0 at 700 MË{z for: faj tfre O=ôô"

Flane; and (b) the Q:0" Flane.
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The eflect of flare angle variation on the impedance characteristics

of a bowtie antenna above ground ìs studied using the NEC2. For

frequencies varying from 40 MÍ12 ta 900 MFIz and flare angles ranging

froin 15" to 75' in 15' increments, the input impedance of a bowtie antenna

is shown in Figure 3 "9. As expected, the resuits obtained are similar ro

those in [2] with con'esponding flare angles. The effects of hai angle

variation can be seen in Figures 3.1û where a bowtie antenna with 0¡: 45'

is subjected to hat angle change of 0r, : 1 80' to 1 20' in 15' clecrements.

Apparently, decreasing the hat angle while keeping the flare angle

unchanged has similar effects on the input impedance as increasing the flare

angle while keeping the hat angle unchanged.

From the power gain and the mismatch factor (as specified in section

2.2.3) of the antenna, the antenna factor of wire antennas with different

flare and hat angles are computed. Figure 3.11 shows all three values for a

bowtie antenna with flare angle of 3û' at frequencies from 40 MF{z to 90û

MF{2. As shown in the figure, the increase in antenna factor is caused by

the drop in power gain. To compare their performances, the antenna

factors of bowtie antennas with flare angles of i 5' to 75' in 15' increments

are plotted in Figure 3.12, while the antenna factors of bowtie antennas

with flare angle of 45" and hat angles of 180" to 12A" in 15'decrements are

shown in Figure 3.13. As discussed in section 2.2.3., tar a receiving

antenna, lhe iower the antenna factor means the better the receptive power.

With that in mincÌ, it is not hard to recognize that some flare and hat angle

combinations perform better than others at selected frequencies.
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3.3 tsÛÐY-ÛF'-REVOLLTTTON MC]DET-

The body-of-revolution modetr of the wire biconicatr anÉenna, or the

phantom antenna as it is sometimes refe¡red to, is widetry used in

comnrercial applications. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 shows, respectively, the

f'ar field (Es) radiation patterns of such an antenna with conical angles (O¡)

of 30" and 60' and hat angle (0¡) of 180' as a function of zenith angle I for

various frequencies. When the flare angle is changed from 30'to 60'in
10" steps, the change in radiation pattern is shown in Figure 3.16 for

frequencies of 200 and 700 }.dlc-.z. Since the antenna is symmetrical about

the z-axis, the patterns are the same for the Q = 90" and Q = 0" planes. Tire

far field patterns of biconical antennas with conical angle of 60' and hat

angle of 180'to DA" ìn 20" decrements for 200 and 700 Mllzare piotted

in Figure 3.17.

The broadband characteristics of biconical antennas are demonstrated

in Figure 3.18 where the input impedances of biconical antennas with

conical angles of 30' to ó0' in i0" steps and hat angle of 180" are plotted

for 40 to 900 MF{2. When the hat angle is changed from 180" ro 120" in

20' decrements, the input impedances change as shown in Figure 3.19.

For frequencies ranging fi'om 40 MF{z to 900 MF{2, the antenna

factors of biconical antennas with 8¡= 30 to 60' in 1û' increments and

0¡=180'are calculated and the lesults shown in Figure 3.20. As seen in the

figure, a change in conical angle has very little effect on the antenna factor

curve. For conical angle of 8r=60", antenna factor curves are plotted for



hat angles of 18û" ta 12û'in2û" decyements in Figure 3,21" Again,

ruinimal change in antenna factor is observed when the hat angle is

changeci, especialiy al high frequencies.
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Angle 0 for Various Frequencies.
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Figure 3.16 Far Elecrric Field (86) parterns of a Eody_of_R.evolution
V/ire Biconical Antenna with eh:180" ancl Various 0¡ as a Function of

Zenith Angte 0 for.: (a) 200 MLIz; and (b) 700 MFIz.
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Figure 3"17 Far Elecrric Field (E6) paterns of a Body_of_Revolurion
v/ire Biconical Antenna with 0560" ancl various eh as a Function of Zenith

Angle I for: (a) 200 MHz; anct (b) 700 MHz.
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3"4 .AF¡TENhÙA AND CÛR.FJER REFI-ÐCTOR. SYSTEM

E iconical antennas are sometimes used as feed e lements for corner

reflectors to form broaclband reflector anteilnas. The corner reflector

collimates the energy of a biconical antenna in the forward direction where

it is sometimes needed most. Because of its light-weight ancl low wind-

resistant construction, ihe surfaces of the corner reflector are frequently

made of grid-wires rather than solid sheet metal. For wires that are

parallel to the length of the feed element, as in the case shown in Figure

3"22, the reflectivity of the grid-wire surface is as good as that of a solicl

surface. trn this study, the height of the reflector is taken as 75 cm and the

included angle as 45'. A, side length of 35 cm is used and the antenna-ro-

comer spacing is taken as about 32 cm.

The far field (Ee) patterns of the planar bowtie and comer reflector

system shown in Figure 3.22 is compared with the pattern of the bowtie

alone for both the Q :90'and $ : 0'planes. In Figures 3.23 and 3"24,

respectively, the collimation of energy in the forward direction is clearly

shown.(see Figures C-1 and C-2 in Appendix C). The effect of the

coupling between the comer reflector and the biconìcal feed is evident in

Figure 3.25 where the input impedance of the reflector anienna is shown.

The input impedance of the reflector antenna peaks to almost four times the

value of the biconical antenna at arounci 400 MFiz. The antenna factor is

also compufed for the reflector antenna and the result is shown in Figure

3.26 alang with the antenna factor of the biconical antenna. From the

figure, we can see that the change in antenna factor is vety moderate,
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Figwre 3.22 Planar V/ire Biconical Antenna and Comer Reflector
Configuration.
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Figure 3.23 Far Electric Field (Ee) patrern ol a planar Wir.e Biconic¿il
An¡enna wiù 0¡60'and 0n:129'With and Without Comer Reflector as a

Function of Zenith Angle 0 for rhe Q:90. plane.
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Figurre 3.24 Far Electric Fierd (Ee) pater:n or a Flanar vy'ire Biconicar
Antenna with 0¡60" and 0¡:120' with ancl without comer Reflector-as a

Function of Zenith Angle 0 for the Q:0" plane.
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indicating that the antenna factor is insensiiive tô input impedance changes.

When the planar bowtie is replaced by a body-of-revolution

biconical arÌtenna with the same flare and hat angle, the system shown in

Figures 3.27 is formed. The far fieid pattern of this refiecto¡ anrenna is

again computed and the results are shown in Figure 3.ZB and3.29 far th.e

0=9û" and Q=0' planes respectiveiy (see Figures C-3 and C-4 in Appendix

C). The input impedance and antenna factor of the ¡eflector antenna are

also obtained. Figure 3.30 shows the input impedance of the reflector

antenna as compared with the biconical antenna. The input impedance of
the reflector antenna tbllows very closely to that of the biconìcal antenna

except at around 400 MHz where a 'Jump" occurs. The antenna factor of
the reflector antenna is shown in Figure 3.31. From the figure, it can be

seen that, antenna factor wise, the reflector antenna is frequency

independent from 200 to 600 MF{2. In order to further investigate rhis

broadband phenomena, two modifications of the corner reflector as shown

in Figure 3.32 have been adopted. The antenna factor curves of the

rnodified reflector antennas are shown in Figure 3.33. It is noticed that by

changing the sìde length of the corner reflector, still better antenna factor

characteristics can be achieved. This suggests that an optirnal corner

reflector side length exists for our model and is betrveen 23 and 35 cm.
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View A

Figure 3"27 Body-of-Revolution Sy'ire Biconical Antennâ and Corner
R.efl ector Configuration.
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Figure 3.28 Far Electric Fieid (86) patrerns or a Boclv-of-R.evorurion
vy'ire Biconical Anrenna with 8¡:60' ancr 0¡:120" wirh uí,1 wiu.,out cÀrrì.,

Reflector as a Function of Zenith Angle 0 for the Q:90" plane.
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CË{APTER YV

ÛPT'åM[Z,&T'å@ÞJ TF' W[Rtr &rC&NrCÅE,,ENTEN¡\ïÁS

4.1 INTRÛÐ{JCTIÛN

The main idea behind the development of wire biconical antennas is

to construct a inechanically realistic antenna which ¡etains as much of the

desired electrical features of a solid or shell biconical structure as possibie.

So far, from the results presented in the previous chapter, we can see that

the body-of-revolution model of the wire biconical antenna is quite

satisfactory in such domain. However, the planar model of the biconical

antenna, while possessing all the rnechanical advantages, lacks the desired

electrical f,eatures of a bloadband antenna. It is, consequently, the purpose

of this chapter to attempt to enhance the electrical characteristics of a

planar wire biconical antenna without sacrificing its ilechanical

supremacy. Section 4.2 discusses some of, the prelirninary optirnization

efforts. since biconical antennas made out of sheet metals perforrns better

than the wire frame ones, the idea behind section 4.2.1 is to simulate a

sheet metal with the additìon of a few wire fragments inside the wire

frame. Another improvement in the optimized. model in section 4.2.1 is

the addition of iesistive loads to the junction of the wire fragments in the

middle of the antenna. This option is explored in section 4.2.2 where

various resistive loads are imposed onto the antenna. optiraization is also
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sought by a chafige in anterina shape. In secÉion 4.3, tfue original wire

biconical antenna is changed into a "double-bicone" by offsetting the source

segments. The change in feed position change the antenûa's characteristics

and moderate improvement is achieved at seiected f,requencies. T'he use of

parasitic elemenis also changes the performance of a wi¡e antenna and this

is shown in section 4.3.2. Finally, in section 4.4, the biconical antenna with

sleeve set-up is examined and is found to be lirost useful in ihe optirnization

of the wire antenna.
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4"2 PR.ELÏÀ,{TI{ARY OPT'IMIZ-ATNON METHOÐS

4.2.1 tsiconical Antenna with Cross

Flanar wile biconical antennas are quite nar-¡ow-band when

conpared with sheet biconical antennas. Flowever, in applications where

both low wind resistance and light-weight is required, wire biconicai

antennas are still preferred. It is, therefore, feasible to simulate a sheet

biconical antenna with wire segments. Aithough wire grid modeling

methods can be used fol the purpose, this study will not deal with specific

grid size or wire spacing that revolves around grid modeling but instead

uses a more intuitive approach. The modified antenna is basically a pianar

wire biconical antenna with fìve extra wire fragments forming a "cross"

inside. Since two source segments have been used in the modeling, it takes

five wire elements to interconnect the inner portioll of the antenna. The

additional wires has the same radius ( i.e.,0.5 mm) as the original antenna

structure which has the saine source arrangement as before. This modified

antenna is shown in Figure 4.1. trn this study, the electrical properties of a

planar wire bicone with cross (BWC) antenna identified by, respectively,

flare and har angle of 60' and 120' is compared to that of the original

antenna.

Figure 4.2 and4.3 depict the far field pattems of the antenna as a

function of zenith angle 0 for the $ = 90" and Q = 0'planes at diffe¡ent
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frequencies, respectively. It ls observed that the added segrreilts cause a

change in pattern especialiy at intermediate frequencies.

The impedance characterìstics of the tsWC anteüna are shcwn in

Figure 4.4. From the figure, we can see that the variation in impedance

Ìras decreased, and a better match to the source is obtained. with a better

match, the misinatch factor of the antenna is improved as shown in Figure

4.5. The discontinuity in the impedance curve at around 750 NdF{z is

caused by the current reflected f¡om the center junctiôn of the antenna

which forms a standing wave. This situation can be remedied by loading

the junction with resistive loadings as suggested in the next section.

Optimization can be seen in Figure 4.5 where Éhe power gain and the

mismatch factor of the BWC antenna are compared with the original planar

bicone. The change in power gain is quite significant considered the

temperate change that we have incorporated. ,{s aforementioned, the BWC

antennâ matches bettel to the source and hence caused lower mismatch

losses than the original bowtie antenna. The change in power gain and

mismatch factor decleases the antenna factor of the BWC antenna as shown

in Figure 4.6. ft is noted that the antenna factor-of the tsWC antenna is

significantly tr¡ette¡ than the originai ântenna especially in: the high

frequency end.
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/4 1n tsiconical ,Antenna withr Cross and R.esistive tr-oadings

The perfonnance of the EVy'C ante¡ina in section 4.2.i can be fi_¡rther

improved by adding impedance troadings to the r¡riddle junction (see Figure

4.'7). The loading is added to modify rhe currenr disrribution of the

antenna in such a way that ¡eflections from the junction can be lessened.

s/ith the decrease in reflections, the discontinuities in the characteristics of

the antenna will hopefully be ¡educed. Generally, there are four loading

schemes fo¡ wire antennas (see Table 4.1). Each of the four loading

schemes has its own success story in term of optimization [15]. In this

study, the series concentrated (or lumped) ioading scheme is adapted, and

among the choices of resistive, inductive, capacitive, or hybrid loadings,

purely resistive loadings are used because of their frequency-independent

nâture.

The fal field radiation patterns, as a function of zenith angle B, of a

BWC anteirna with resistive ioadings valued at 25 A, 50 fl, and 75 Ç) for

the 0 - 90" and Q = 0'planes are shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9 respectively.

Fron-r the figure, we can see that the patterns are relatively constant at lo\¡/

frequencies. At frequencies atrove 700 h4Hz, however, the patterns change

r¡¡ith the vaiue of loadings. The change in power gain at 8=90", and 0=0'
is shown in Figure 4.10. The power gain of the loaded antenna decreases

as the \¡alue of the resistíve loadiügs is increased.

The impedance characteristics of the loaded structure are shown in

Figure 4.11 in con.rparison with those of the unloaded tsVy'C antenna. The

figure shows that the discontinuity at around 75aMHz sh'inks as the value
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of ihe loadings ar the juncrion is increased. v/irhout rhe disconrinuity,
impedance of the anren'ra is better matched to the 5û l) source and

mismatch factor of Ëhe antenna improves as shown in Figwre 4.I2.

The effects of varying the varue of the resistive roadings on the tswc
antenna is summed up in Figure 4.13 where the antenna faciors of the

ioaded ailtennas are shorvn. It is found that the addition of roadings
irnproves the antenna factor of the EWC antenna at around 750 MF{2.

Þ{owever, tbere is no remarkable change in the overall performance of the
antenna. Also, since the addition of resistive loadings reduces the

effìciency of the antenna, this particular 
'rethod 

of optimization is not
always justifiable.

Tahne 4.n Loading Schemes for Wire A¡tennas.

the

the

Current Distr¡bution

Series Disrributcd

Loading

The cunent in wìre segmenrs ìs assoctated $,ilh a
continuous disriburion ol (locally) axial elect¡ìc
field wbich is a lunction of the current inrensilr- at
trre point of the s€gment considered.

A¡ antenna made froln a

¡esistive rod.

Se¡ies

Concentrated, or

Lumped Loading

The voltage bet\reen tlvo close points along a

segme¡t is a function of the cul-rent be[veen these
hvo poinls and remaìns finite if (theorerically) tie
R!0 poinls become infìnitely close.

A¡ elecûjcajly small coil

i¡sened betweem nvo

antenna segments.

Disûibuted cunen! exisls along the segmeni
peryendicular to the local segmcnt L\is and is a

function of the local radial elect¡ic field.

A¡ antenna witlÌ a thin

protective dielect¡ic coatijig

over the rvire

Concantrated

(Lumped) Shunr

LoadÌng

The abovc eñects is localised to a very small pan
of a segmeût, but resulls in a finjte r¿diel cure¡t.

An a¡tgnna with a thin
mötallic disc mounted on

Lire wire perpendicular to

its axis.
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Figure 4.9 Far Electric Fieid (Ee) patrerns of a BWC Antenna witri
Resistive Loadings valued at 25 e,50 o, an<l 75 f) as a Funcrion of Zenith

,dngle0andô=0".
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4.3 ÛPTTMIZATtrÛN BV MÛDTF.ICATTON OF AI'{TENNA SI{APE

4.3. 1 Ðou'ule-tsiconical .Å"ntenna

The double-bìconicai anfenna shown in Figure 4.i4 can be thought of
as a bowtie antenna with offset feed. tsy feeding the planar biconicatr

antenna at a location other than its base, an extra freedom is created. s/hen

the source is elevated, the bottom portion of the alìtenna is made into an

inverted biconical structure with the same flare angle as the top portion

(hence the name "double-biconical antenna"). The change in feed location

would change the current distribution which would in turn change the

electrical properties of the antenna. ln this study, the analysis of double-

biconicai antennas with source height from 0.025 to 0.150 m in 0.025 m

increments, 0r=60", and oh=i80" is done using the NEC2. It should be

noted that the size, fla¡e and hat angle of the antenna remains constant for

different source heights.

If the source segments are elevated, the change in radiation patterns

can be observed in Figures 4.75 and 4.16 where the far electric field (Ee)

patterns, at both the Q=$ç" and 0=0" plane, of double-biconical antennas

with flare and hat angle of 60" and 180'is compared with that of the

original bowtie. The change iir pattern is especially obviol-ls at higher.

frequencies. This change in pattem affects the power gain of the airtenna

in a way as shown in Figure 4.17 where the power gain of doubie-biconical

antennas with different source heights are compared with that of the

originai bowtie. Frorn the figure, it can be seen that the drop in power

gain happens at higher frequencies for double-biconical antennas. As the
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height of the source segments is inc¡eased, the frequency at which the clrop

occurs increases. ,After û.125m, however, an increase in source height

would cause the drop in power gai¡ to occur at a lower fuequenc"¡.

The impedance characteristics of double,biconical antennas with

t'l are and hat angle of 60" and 180" and various source heights are

compared with that of the originai bowtie in Figure 4.18. T'he shifr in

antiresonant frequencies are gradual and towards the high frequency end

for source height of up to 0.125 m. Raising the source segments beyond

0.125 in would cause the antiresonant frequencies to shift in the opposite

direction. We can see the effects the feed position has on the mismatch

factor fi'om Figure 4.19, where the mismatch factors of double-biconical

antennas with various source heights are compared with that of the original

bowtie.

The antenna factor curves of double-bicoirical antennas witl.r

different source heights are shown in Figure 4.20 where the antenna factor

of the original bowtie antenna is also shown for comparison. As the height

of the source segments is increased, so does the bandwidth of the antenna

factor. T'hìs phenomenon continues until the source segments are elevated

Éowards the mid-point of the wire st¡ucture. At this point, raising the

source any higher would cause the antenna factor curve ¿o deteriorate and

hence dampens the overall performance of the antenna.
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4"3.2 Eicanical Antenna with Farasitic Ðlemenrs

Farasitic elements are very r¡seful in situations whe¡e, for example,

an antenna is needed. lo match its feed ât tvr'o or more arbitrary, relatively

close frequencies. Fopovic et al [15] have, in fact, studied the use of
parasitic eiements on saguaro-cactus like antennas with two and Éhree

branches using the length of the elerâents as the antenna's optimization

pârameter. In this study, the efïect of superirnposing parasitic eleinents on

a planar wire biconical antenna is examined using the model shown in

Figure 4.21. Besides the length of the parasitic elements, the angle which

they made with the horizontal plane is also used as a parameter. The

parasitic elements on both sides of the antenna is symmetrical in

construction to pleserve the symmetrical nature of the antenna in the y-z

plane. tsoth the length of the parasitic element and the angle they made

with the horizontal plane are varied fo examine their influence on the

eiectrical properties of the planar antenna.

The study begins with the length of the parasitic elements fixed at

about 0.14 m. The planar wire biconicai antenna used has a flare and hat

angle of 60' and 180', respectively. The angie cx, is then varied frorn 0"

(i.e., witli the parasitic elements parallel to the gr.ound plane) to 20'in 5'

increments. {n the second part of the study, the same biconical antenna is

used but witli the angle u fixed at 1û' and the length of the parasitic

elements varied from 0.10 m to 0.18 rn in 0.02 m increments. The change

in antenna täctor characteristics is tabulated in Figure 4.22 and 4.23 far the

twû cases respectively. From the figures, it can be concluded that, for the

selected parameters, the addition of parasitic elernents in the form shown in
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Figwre 4.21 does not coniributed

factor's bandwid¡h performance.

Angle
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Figure 4.21 Canfiguration of a Flanar Wire Bicoaical ,{ntenna lvith
Farasitic Elements.
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4.4 tsTCCINTCP.I- ANTENI.{A WI?H SLEEI/E

The idea in section 4.3 ,2 is ¡nodified to fonn the antenna with sieeve

setup in Figure 4.24.

Disl¿ncc of sleeve
lronì antennâ âxis

Lensth
of siÉeve I

0

Hat Angle = 180"

Figure 4"24. P\anar \tr/ire Biconicai .Antenna with Sleeve.
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The addition of two parasitic elements at a small distance from and

parallei to a cyiindricai monopole antenna near resonance has been knoç¿n

to produce a relatively good broadband antenna. The same setup has not,

however. been considered for wire biconical antennas. Referring to the

power gain curve in Figure 4.25, it is observed that the drop in power gain

for a bowtie antenna with 8¡6û" is quite severe ât 5jA l/llfz where the

antenna factor is seen to peak accordingly. The drop in power gain is

caused by the "break-up" of the major lobe ìn the radiation pattern into

minor lobes. This phenomenon is aiso responsibie for the deterioration of
the antenna factor around the "break-up" frequency. If the addition of
parasitic elements corresponding to that particuiar frequency could channel

enough power to, ât the very least, "delay" the "break-up,, of the major

lobe, then the bandwidth of the antenna would be increased. The

optimization parameters in this case are the length of the parasitic elements

(i.e., the sleeve) and their distance from the antenna axis.

In the first part of the study, the length of the sleeve is varied from

0.ii to 0.15 m in 0.01 m steps. Ftgure 4.26 and4.Z'7 shows rhe radiarion

patterns of the bowtie antenna in Figure 4.24 with different sleeve lengths

for the $=p6' and 0" planes, respectiveiy. The effect on the power gain of
the antenna is shown in Figure 4.28. From the figure, it can be seen that

the drop in power gain is less severe for the antenna with sleeve

configuration. The iinpedance cha¡acteristics of the antenna with different

sleeve lengths is shown in Figure 4.29. IJnder such impedance values, the

match to a 50fJ transmission line is shown in Figure 4.30. T'Ìre

performance ûf the antennas are conpared in Figure 4.31 where the

antenna factor of the antenna with sleeve configuration is plotted along-side
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Éhat ûf the original antenna. lt is observed that the optirnal iength of the

sleeve is about û.i3 m which is slightly larger than haif the length of the

biconical wire stlucture.

The second part of the study examínes the correlation between the

distance of the sleeve from tþre antenna axis and the overall characteristics

of the antenna. In this part of the study, the sleeve is moved in 0.05 m

steps fi-om 0.10 rn ß A.25 m away from the antenna axis. The change in

far field patterns can be observed in Figure 4.32 and 4.33 where the far

electric (Es) field patterns of antennas with various sleeve locations are

compared with those of the bowtie antenna for both the ô=90" and 0"

pianes. Siinilar to the previous results, the drop in power gain reduces

with the addition of the sleeve and when the sleeve is rnoved away from the

antenna axis, the change in power gain is shown in Figure 4.34. T'he

impedance characteristics of the antenna with sleeve is shown in Figure

4.35 fol different sleeve distances. Flom the impedance characteristics, the

mismatch factor of the antenna can be calculated as shown in Figure 4.36.

At this point, the change in antenna factor for all the various sleeve

Iocations is tabulated and shown in Figure 4.37. trt was observed that

optimal distance within which the sleeve should be placed is about 0.15 rn

from the antenna axis.
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The perfoir'ance and optixnization of wire Lriconicai anÉennas at low

frequencies has been examined using the NEC2. The need for wire
biconical antennas arises in cases where the solid or shell biconical antennas

are too massive to be used in practical applications. In the NEC2, the

current on a wire antenna is obtained through the EFtrE and the use of the

method of moments. By establishing an appropriate antenna model for the

numerical analysis, the information that cha¡acterizes the frequency

response of a wire biconical antenna can be accurately predicted. ,{
comparison with the published results of other researches has made to

den'ionstrate the vatidity of the antenna models used in the study. The

performance of a sin-rple wire biconical structure is examined for different

hat and flare angles. The results indicated that while the electrical
properties of the body-of-revoiution wire biconical model approximate

those of the sheli or solid structure, the pianar wire model's frequency

characteristics are not as admirable. F{ence, efforts have been made to

optimize the perforunance of the planar wire biconical antennâs.

trn the NECZ. the current on a thin wire structu¡e of srnall o¡
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vanishing conductor vûluìne is formuÌated in terms of the ÐFIÐ. The

formuiation is derived for the surface current "ï, with the observation point

R. restricted to be off the surface S, so tlrat R*R.'. The EFIE is then soived

numericaliy in the NEC2 by a form of the method of moments. The choice

of basis and weighting functions are different with the weighting functions

being chosen as a set of delta fi¡nctions and the basis functions being

represented by the sum of a constant, a sine term , and a cosine term. The

current and the elect¡ic field on each segment is then calculated and the

matrix equation is eventually solved by Gauss eiirnination method. With

the knowledge of the unknown currents on a wire biconical antenna, the

usual palameters, such as input impedance, gain, and radiation patterns can

be obtained. Besides these parameters, the AF is also used to evaluate the

performance of the antenna under examination. Mathematically, the AF of

a receiving antenna is defined as a ratio between the incident field strength

at the antenna, and the voitage at the input of the measuring receiver.

Before using the NEC2 to study wire biconical antennas, a validation

exercise is carried out to ensure the accuracy <lf the numericai results. trt is

shown that the computed input impedance and radiation patteins of both a

planar wire biconical antenna with a=0.5 mrn,8i=60', and 8¡=lgQ", ¿¡¿ u

3D wire biconical antenna with N=8, a=0.5 mm, 0r=60", and Ê¡={gQ' ¿¡s

in good agreement with the measured values in [2].

The effect of hat and flare angle changes on the characteristics of
wire biconicai antennas have been investigated. This is achieved by

computing and comparing the radiation patterns, input impedances, and

antenna factors of wiie biconical antennas wiih various flare and hat

angles. Eased on the extensive numerical data presented in Chapter IIi, it



is concluded that the entenna factor bandwidth of the planar biconical

ântenna decreases \.¡1ì th an increase in flare angle and increases with an

increase in hat angle. The usable frequency for the planar antenna is aiso

found to be quite limited. For the 3D wire biconicai models, a change in

eitlrer the flare or hat angles has little effect in the antenna factar

characteristics . The characteristics of a wire biconical antenna with corner

reflector causes the input impedance of the wire biconical antenna to peak

at about 4AA I:"4ÍÅz but otherwise is not adversive to the antenna factor's

bandwidth perfoi'mance.

Concepts focusing on the optimization of planar wire biconical

antennas are introduced and tested in Chapter IV. It is shown that while

significant bandwidth optimization can be obtained by adding wire

fragments in the form of a cross to a planar. wire biconical antenna, loading

the added fragments with purely resistive loadings in the middle junction

does nclt improve the bandwidth performance any further. Optimization is

also achieved by offset feeding a planar wire antenna. When the source is

elevated from the base of the antenna to about half the wire structure's

length, the antenna factor bandwidth increases with an increase in source

height. After the source reaches half the wire structure's length, however,

the increase in source height would have an adverse effect on the antenna

factor bandwidth. The use of parasitic elements, which are attached to the

planar wile antenna for oprimization purposes. has also been srudied.

Farasitic elements are very useful in cases where an impedance rnatch is

iilperative at a certain frequency of operation. ln the optimization of the

antenna factor banciwidth, unfortunateiy, parasitic elements which are

attached fo the antenna structure, are shown to be ineffective. On the other
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hand, parasitic elements which are detached and placed syrnmetrically on

iroth sides of the planar antennå are shown to be of significant vaiue [o the

optimization of the antenna factor bandwidth. The parasitic elements are

referred to as sleeve" and the two antenna optimization parameters

consideled are the length of the sleeve and its distance from the antenna

axis. It is found that the sleeve trengtl-r and the antenna factor bandwidth is

directly related for sieeve lengths of up to about half the wire model's

length. T'he antenna factor bandwidth of the planar wire biconical ântenna

increases as the iength of the sleeve is increased. F{owever, if the length of
the sleeve is increased beyond half the st¡ucture's length, then bandwidth

decreases as the length is increased. The optirnal distance between the

parasitic elements and the antenna axis is found to be about half the length

of the wire model. Moving the sleeve closer to or further away from the

this distance would cause the antenna factor of the antenna to rise and hence

decrease its antenna factor bandwidth.

Fina11y, despite the seemingiy inferior characteristics of wire

biconical antennas as compared to their sheil or soiid counterparts, in

application where low-mass antenna is required, wire antennas are

indispensable. Optimization of wire biconicai antennas can be achieved in

many ways. The methods used in this study can only be regarded as partial

examples. Further investigation on the subject should be pursued to ensure

the cornpetitiveness of wi¡e biconical a Éennas.
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Gerceraå trropenÉies *f llyaðic Gree&,c F.tlæcÊiø¡l

A dyadic function, denoted Uy O. ls fonned by two vector fi.¡nctions.

It is defined by

(A-1)

T'he vector function å is called the anterior element of D and B the

posterior element. A dyadic function by itself does not have any physical

interpretation such as a vector function. F{owever, when it acts upon

another vectol function tlie results may become more meaningful [7]. The

anterior scalal product is defined by

c.ñ = 1c.a¡n = E(c.A) = E(.a.c) @_z)

and the posterior scalar product is defined by

o.c = a(e.c) = (B.c)A = (C.ts).& (A-3)

The vector product between a dyadic function and a vector function is also

separated into interior vector product which is defined as

õxC =.A(exC) (.A_4)

and the posterior vector product which is defined as

CxD = rCx.&1ts (A_5J



trf the vectcrs .4 and & in the above equations are decomposed inÈo fhe

cûmponent form in the rectangular coordinate system, (A-1) can be wriÉte¡l

i¡r the form

where all nine cornponents of the dyadic fr:nctíon is distinct. One unique

dyad, called the idem factor or unit dyad, is defined by

_[ = xx + yy + zz (A-j)

The characteristic feature of the idern factor can be demonstrated in the

following identities:

_ / A"B"îî+.,.Buiy+a"B,î? 
i

n = | +,4y8^iî + Arts"!! + A)8,i2 
I

\ + A,ts"lx + A,ts,{, +,+,n,fr ) (A-6)

A.I = I..4 =,4

V llry) = Vr¡r

where \[ represents a sca]ar function of position.

(A-8)

(-A-e)
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Veetøv G¡:ee¡r's T'heore¡at

Gauss' theorem states rhat far any vecfor function of position .a with
continuous first derivatives throughout a volume v and over the enclosing

surface S [7],

{f [_ f t[ å åv.,4dv=l ladsJJJ J]v s (s_t)
trf we define

4 = qxVxP _ FxVxe rR_?ì

and using the vector identity

Vx(,Axts) = ts.Vx,{ -.{.Vxts (E_3)

equation (ts-2) can be written as

V.,4=FVxVxQ-Q.VxVxF (B-4)

Upon substitution of (E-4) into (E-tr), we obtain

ff{
f, $ f rr VxVxQ - Q.VxVxFrdV =JiJ

ff
f $ rQxVxtr - FxVxe) dS
,,J

(E-s)

which is known as the vector Green,s identity.
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three-Ði¡neclsio¡aaå Far Eåectric (tre) Fieåd Watterras

F'or most practical applications, three-dimensional far fierd patterns

are represented by a few two-dimensional piots as a function of g fo¡ some

particular values of Q, tcgether with a few plots as a function of Q for
some particular values of t. v/hile the twcJ-dimensional plots give most of
the useful and needed information, mentally visualizing the three-

dimensional patterns from two-dimensional plots is not always easy. The

foliowing pages display, in a continuous three-dirnensionar format, far field
patterns of wire biconical antennas with and without corner ref-lector as

discussed in section 3.4. These figures are made to compliment the two-

dimensional figures ìn the study and to provide additionai information on

the far field pattems.
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